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She Remembered My mother is the sweetest, most kind-hearted person you would ever want to meet. She was
always very bright and articulate, and would do anything for anyone. She has been slipping away from us for
10 years now. For me, it is a constant death, a slow letting go and a continual grieving process. Although she
had lost almost all ability to care for herself, she at least still knew her immediate family. I knew the day
would come when that, too, would change and finally, about two-and-a-half years ago, that day came. My
parents would visit us almost daily and we would have a pleasant time, but suddenly there was a connection
missing. My mother no longer knew me as her daughter. I would drink in every familiar sensation that I have
known for 36 yearsâ€”her warm comforting body, the squeeze of her arms and the soft, sweet smell that was
hers alone. This part of the disease was difficult for me to accept and deal with. I was going through a rough
time in my life and particularly felt the need for my mother. I prayed for us both and about how much I needed
her. One late summer afternoon while I was preparing dinner, my prayers were answered and I was taken by
surprise. My parents and husband were outside on the patio when my mother suddenly jumped up as if hit by a
bolt of lightning. She ran into the kitchen, grabbed me gently from behind and turned me around. With a deep
sense of knowledge in her eyes that seemed to transcend time and space, she tearfully and with great emotion
asked me if it was true, was I her baby? Overwhelmed with emotion, I cried, yes, it was true. We hugged and
cried and neither of us wanted to let go of this magical moment. I knew it could disappear as quickly as it
came. She said she felt a closeness to me and that I was a nice person, but that it had come to her suddenly that
I was her child. We felt relief and joy. I took this gift from God and savored it, even if it were to last just for
that moment or hour or day. We were given a reprieve from that awful disease and we had a special
connection again. There was a sparkle back in her eyes that had been gone for a long time. In order to protect
the rights of the copyright holder, no portion of this publication may be reproduced without prior written
consent. More stories from our partners.
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Fragments of Memory November 15, His dreams were filled with images of her. Her smile was engaging and
her lips sweet and full. Her eyes were alluring, reflecting the golden colour of the whiskey in her glass. Her
hair was pinned up, revealing a long neck. At the nape of her neck, a few curls had managed escaped their
confinement. He wanted to take the pins out and free her dark curls. He wanted to run his hands through those
soft curls as his lips worked their way down the pale skin of her neck. She visited his dreams ever so often,
usually as an abstract image. Sometimes he imagined meeting her in the park or at a cafe. Sometimes he
wondered if he had met her before. Most nights the dreams of her were amorous. He had never heard her
speak, only gasp and moan in the dark as their bodies came together again and again and again. He
remembered the taste of sweat on her skin and how soft she felt in his grasp. He remembered the moonlight
illuminating her fine bones. That was the operating word, was it not? He must have met her before, how
otherwise could his image of her be so clear. He thought his mind could never have created so perfect a being
from a blank sheet. He was longing to settle down with someone. He was longing for a family. They were in
the car on their way to Inverness. Jamie rolled his eyes. It was that French girl. But that never went far, did it?
Did ye like her? Of course I liked her. What kind of question is that? Besides, I had a realisation this morning.
The pair of ye shouldna interfere in my love life. She had once suggestedâ€”insistedâ€”he date Laoghaire
MacKenzie. That relationship, could it be called that, was brief and ended rather badly. They had been ill
suited for one another, to say the least. He blinked, and then blinked again. He then had to stop himself before
blinking a third time, lest she asked him whether he had something in his eye. He thought they must be
deceiving him, either that or morphing fantasy with reality. Perhaps his brain was filling in the blanks of his
fragmented memory with this woman before him. This had to be her. It was that same sweet smile, that same
curly, brown hair, and those same whiskey-coloured eyes. How many people besides had he seen with eyes
like hers? If Murtagh were here he surely would have hit him over the head. He was forty-five, not fifteen!
What was he doing acting like a lovesick teenage boy? You tell me your name and I tell you the name of the
painting. It was gone too soon for Jamie to figure out what it meant. Though I would argue that a better
bargain is I tell you my name, and you tell me yours and the name of the painting. You must be an art expert. I
just happen to know the artist of this one. Either way, thank you. Anyway, I should probably get going. It was
nice to meet you, Mr Fraser.
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Dory is the deuteragonist of Finding Nemo and the titular protagonist of its sequel Finding Dory. She is a
blue-tang fish who suffers from short-term memory loss. She would love to chat with you all day and tell you
her life story Dory suffers from short term memory loss. Dory is the aquatic Good Samaritan who offers to
help Marlin on his journey to find his son. She is certainly an odd partner for such a quest, but her optimism
proves an invaluable quality to help overcome the impossible. To Dory, the glass is always half-full. She
suffers from short-term memory-loss. The friendly female can read and is very happy to have a companion.
Marlin takes advantage of her short attention-span, but he later regrets it when it physically hurts her.
However, she does seem to care about the little fish. Additionally, Dory comforts everybody she sees, like in
the movie. Once when she first met Marlin, because she thought his head was hurting and again in the whale
when Marlin was worried about Nemo. That being said, nearly at the end of the movie, after Nigel puts Marlin
and Dory back in the ocean, a depressed Marlin barely kept his distance from Dory when she swam to him.
After Dory tried so hard to comfort him, Marlin suggested that if Dory never took care of him along the way,
he never would have even made it to Sydney. Despite her sunny outlook and demeanour, there is some tragedy
to Dory. When she starts travelling with Marlin, her memory starts improving, as indicated when she can
repeat the address "P. Sherman, 42 Wallaby Way, Sydney". This fear is founded, as when the hopeless Marlin
leaves her, not a few minutes afterwards her entire adventure has been temporarily wiped clean from her mind.
Nemo rushes to help a distressed Dory, they tell the other fish to swim down together, and they all manage to
escape the net. Whilst on a day trip to a stingray migration, the word "undertow" sets off a flashback to her
time in the institute. This forces her, Nemo and a reluctant Marlin to travel across the ocean, with the help of
the turtles from the first film. Upon arriving in California, the trio swim around a sunken cargo ship, with
Dory shouting, "Mom! She now shouts these until she awakens a giant squid. The said squid nearly eats
Nemo, this leads to Marlin sending Dory away. It makes her go -- with her head sticking out -- to the surface
of the ocean. She is taken by some marine life institute workers, who place her in quarantine. She is given a
tag that transfers her to a permanent aquarium in Cleveland. In exchange for the tag, he offers to take her to
her parents. Hank takes Dory to a map of the institute so she can figure out where her parents are. Whilst
looking at the map, she remembers that her mom loved shells, especially purple shells. Whilst escaping some
humans, Dory ends up in a bucket of dead fish for Destiny, the whale shark to eat. We are also introduced to
Bailey, a beluga whose echolocation is faulty. Dory learns she is from the Open Ocean Exhibit and is offered a
route through the pipes. This causes Hank to snap at Dory, and during the argument the stroller rolls into the
kids zone and they end up in a touch tank. A mini horror movie occurs, as the marine life desperately try to
avoid being touched. Dory "just keeps swimming", revealed in a flashback to when parents taught her that
song. Whilst escaping, Hank gets poked, excretes ink and this makes all of the children leave. Hank climbs up
above the top of the Open Ocean Exhibit and lowers Dory in, wishing her luck. She eventually uncovers her
childhood home, and after seeing a shell, she remembers what separated her from her parents. However, the
strong undertow current pulled baby Dory through the pipes and out into the sea. After this revelation, two
small crabs tell Dory that the Blue Tangs are in Quarantine. Dory is forced through the pipes, before she
eventually gets lost within them. She call out to Destiny, and Bailey uses his echolocation. However, a
miscommunication between them leads to Dory bumping into Marlin and Nemo. Without her, he would never
have found Nemo in first film. Eventually, the trio end up in quarantine. After jumping from tank to tank, they
reach the blue tang tank. Hank is taken by a worker, he drops Dory and she ends up in a drain and back in the
kelp forest from near the start of the film. She follows the shells like she did as a child. She reaches a cave,
before turning around and reuniting with her parents. She suddenly remembers Nemo and Marlin, and
attempts to rescue them. She goes back to the institute, breaks out Destiny and Bailey and they chase the truck
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towards a bridge. Dory sends otters up to the road, resulting in traffic stopping. An otter carries Dory to the
truck, and Hank places her in a tank. Marlin signals Becky and she takes Marlin and Nemo, leaving Dory
behind. Marlin orders Becky to get Dory but before they get out, the door is locked. Hank and Dory escape
from the truck and somehow manage to hijack it. Hank drives the truck, with Dory giving him directions. She
follows the seagulls back towards the beach, and reaches the bridge where police had blocked it off. Dory
yells Hank to drive it into the ocean, releasing all of the fish back into the ocean. Hank becomes a substitute
teacher for Mr. Ray who migrated and Bailey and Destiny are assistants. Dory and Marlin swim to look at the
view of the drop-off, happy that both of them had managed to find their family. Dory has made cameos in
several of Boom! On the Disney website, they mistakenly refer to Dory as a Yellowtail Tang. Although she
does have a yellow tail, she is a blue tang, this is a different species of fish. Many people think that goldfish
have poor short term memories. The Musical, Dory wears mismatched socks. Dory with her primary colours
swapped. The toy swimming fish which Nemo and Marlin meet in the tank outside the Institute Gift Shop
resembles a blue tang with the primaries swapped around, so that it has a green body and a magenta tail. With
over 24 million likes, Dory is the most liked character on Facebook from any Disney or Pixar film.
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Remembering former first lady Barbara Bush Only the second woman in American history to have had a
husband and a son elected President Abigail Adams was the first , Bush was seen as a plainspoken public
figure who was instantly recognizable with her signature white hair and pearl necklaces and earrings. She
became a major political figure as her husband, George H. Bush, rose to become vice president and president.
After they left the White House, she was a potent spokeswoman for two of her sons -- George W. She was at
his side during his nearly year political career. He left office in after losing a re-election bid to Bill Clinton.
Quick-witted with a sharp tongue, the feisty Barbara Bush was a fierce defender of her husband and an astute
adviser. For instance, she once said as her husband ran for president that abortion should not be politicized.
She also was not shy about the possibility of a female president, disarming a Wellesley College audience at a
appearance protested by some on campus who questioned her credentials to address female graduates aiming
for the workplace. She attended a prestigious boarding school in South Carolina, where she met her future
husband at a school dance when she was only 16 and he was a year older. A year and a half and countless love
letters later, the two were engaged just before George Bush enlisted in the Navy and went off to fight in World
War II. Bush, who was the youngest fighter pilot in the Navy at the time, would return home a war hero, after
being shot down by the Japanese. He had flown 58 combat missions and received the Distinguished Flying
Cross for bravery. By that time, Barbara had dropped out of Smith College and the pair were married in
January They raised their family mainly in Texas, where George H. Bush, the son of a US senator, was in the
oil business and later entered politics. Dad, of course, was available, but he was a busy guy. And he was on the
road a lot in his businesses and obviously on the road a lot when he was campaigning. And so Mother was
there to maintain order and discipline. She was the sergeant," George W. Bush told CNN in With her husband
as vice president in the s, Bush adopted literacy as a cause, raising awareness and eventually launching the
nonprofit Barbara Bush Foundation for Family Literacy. A writer, her books include an autobiography and
one about post-White House life. On the campaign trail In , when George W. Bush took office, Barbara Bush
became the only woman in American history to live to see her husband and son elected president. She
campaigned for son George W. Asked in a interview about the prospect that her younger son, former Florida
Gov. Bush battled health problems for much of her later life. She had open-heart surgery in and in underwent
surgery for a perforated ulcer. In her final years, she was diagnosed with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, better known as COPD, as well as congestive heart failure. But, along with her husband, she kept an
active public schedule, raising money for charity. Bush is survived by her husband, George H.
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Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for She Who Was Lost Is Remembered: Healing from Incest Through
Creativity (New Leaf Series) at www.nxgvision.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Chapter 6 : Barbara Bush, Republican matriarch and former first lady, dies at 92 - CNNPolitics
An Indiana bride who lost her volunteer firefighter groom to an alleged drunk driver â€” who was also a firefighter â€”
remembered her late fiancÃ© with wedding photos that memorialized him.

Chapter 7 : She Remembered | Chicken Soup for the Soul
A mathematics professor lost a test paper belonging to one of her students. she remembered that the mean score for
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the class of 40 was 85 and that the sum of the 39 other scores was what was the grade on the paper she lost?
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